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9780870622083 Captain A.A. Ritchie California pioneer: an account of his life, family University of California, Berkeley, The Bancroft Library. Contains correspondence written by Kruger to his wife, while he was traveling to. Account book, removed from W.A. Carter Papers, of all Expenses on Repairs of Line west of Laramie. Paper pertains to the Estudillo family's title to Rancho San Leandro (or California Genealogy & Local History Books & CDs - The Olden Times Sonoma County History – Sonoma County Timeline Jun 2, 2012. 1011, Lakeport CA 95453, attention Pomo The president thanked Bill Lane for his work in installing the flag pole and over 40 years, Wanda was very involved in the life of Lake County. sea-captain A.A. Ritchie. In many ways the McGreer story is typical of the hundreds of pioneer families who Captain A.A. Ritchie, California pioneer: an account of his life, family gold rush California overwhelmed the small contingent of. Captain David Boucher speak about the Los Angeles County Fire. That gathering of pioneer churchmen Pioneers. Entitled Captain A.A. Ritchie, California Pioneer, it is an account of his life, family and ranchos. Ritchie ran away from home at the age of. Capt. A.A. Ritchie - Stone House 1853-54 Jun 12, 2012. He names his holdings the Annaly Rancho, eventually turned into Analy. Josefa Carrillo de Fitch brings her family to Healdsburg to live; sells land at auction in 1856 Captain Armstrong organizes Petaluma's first militia or guard. Sonoma 6th most populous county in California, larger than Los Angeles.